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Assisting international business in Russia

Under the current circumstances, while media awash with headlines about new sanctions imposed on Russia and the 
counter reaction activities undertaken by the Russian government, we understand the importance of providing our 
clients with up to date information. We offer our local and international clients quality monitoring of the political and 
economic situation in the country after the introduction of the Western sanctions against Russia as a tool for tracking 
the visible and potential changes in the market.

This monthly newsletter is dedicated to the analysis of major events and short-term trends of the Russian economy 
and its sectors development. Kreab Gavin Anderson Sanctions Bulletin is a product that we believe would help both 
clients and potential affiliates dealing, operating or having interests in Russia and CIS to understand quickly what the 
current situation with sanctions is about and what affect it can have to better navigate their businesses in the current 
turbulent times.

Reliable partner in strategic communications

Kreab Gavin Anderson is a global strategic communications consultant, advising more than 500 corporations and 
other organizations on issues of financial, corporate and public communications all over the world. With a global 
network and strong local presence both in Russia and in CIS countries since 2000, we offer our clients, from the large 
multinational to small local companies, individually tailored solutions for their particular needs. We help our clients 
to solve complex communications challenges, maximize opportunities and achieve their strategic goals.

Kreab Gavin Anderson is a team of leading experts and dedicated communications professionals offering our clients 
solutions to complex communications issues throughout the Eurasian dimension. Our experts in communications 
help clients develop constructive relations with policy makers and stakeholders at all levels – local, regional, national 
and supranational. Our clients benefit both from our local expertise in Russia and CIS region and international 
outreach of the agency.

KREAB GAVIN ANDERSON MOSCOW
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3ADDITIONAL SERVICES

Eurasian outreach for your business

Partnership of our highly qualified experts with leading political analysts, specialists in respective fields and 
prestigious research centers results in a deep and qualified analysis of the impact of political factors on the 
development of the client's business and/or the industry as a whole.

Additional and customized report: Upon request and depending on the client’s needs we provide targeted and 
in-depth study of modified and extended character. The document can be presented as a detailed map of the 
political situation, as well as a monthly review of a particular industry or market area.

More data: Romir is our key market research partner. It is the largest private independent research company and 
the leading company on the Russian research market. The company complies with international research standards 
of information collection and analysis, such as the ESOMAR Code. Romir is a full-service research company: offering 
its clients a full range of services.

You can order or ask for details by sending us a request to moscow@kreab.com

Dear all,
We are constantly working to improve Kreab Gavin Anderson sanctions Bulletin. That is why we would highly 
appreciate your feedback. Here are just a few questions that would help us understand and provide our clients with 
a more targeted solution https://ru.surveymonkey.com/s/W2DV8VF 

Our survey is focused on measuring perceptions of how well this monthly analytical report summarizes most 
important information about sanctions towards Russia and facilitates your understanding of the current situation.

We appreciate your time and efforts to assist us by taking a few minutes to tell us about the service that you have 
received so far. We appreciate our cooperation and want to make sure we meet your expectations. Thank you for 
giving us the opportunity to serve you better.

Sincerely,
Kreab Gavin Anderson Moscow team

Contact us for further information:
Kreab Gavin Anderson | Moscow

9 Kolokolnikov per., bld. 1, 107045, Moscow, Russia
Tel.: +7 (495) 662 6606 

moscow@kreabgavinanderson.com

            https://www.facebook.com/KreabGavinAndersonMoscow

SHARE YOUR OPINION
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By Viktoria Zakrevskaya

Prior the Ukrainian parliamentary elections, which took place on the 27th of October, parties of the Ukraine conflict 
were mainly consolidating positions.
 
While the US proved ready to cooperate with Russia only on high security issues, newly elected EU Foreign Policy 
representative Frederica Mogherini has articulated changing EU approach to the relationship with Russia: “I think 
Russia stays a strategic player in the regional and global challenges, [regardless if ] we like it or not, but I don’t think 
it’s a strategic partner anymore”.
 
Consequently, despite the absence of conflict escalation in Ukraine in October and certain skeptical voices in the 
EU, there is no disagreement in the West regarding the fact that sanctions should stay in place towards Russia unless 
Minsk protocol is fully implemented.
 
Meanwhile, subjects of Western sectorial sanctions have started to file complaints to the relevant European 
institutions. Sberbank, VTB, VEB, Rosneft, Gazprom Neft are among contesters of October 2014. Arkady Rotenberg 
has filed personal complaint to the ECJ, too.
 
Russian authorities have been focusing on economic problems. The main novelty of October 2014 was plummeting 
Ruble rate against the US dollar and Euro. First time since denomination of 1998 one US dollar became worse 
more than 41 Rubles. As a matter of fact, drop in the exchange rate of Ruble exceeded 40% since the beginning 
of 2014, and half of it took place in October. Apart from general deterioration of external economic conditions 
and consequences of sectorial sanctions against Russia, drop in oil prices have put additional pressure on Russian 
economy.
 
However, recent public opinion polls keep showing that Russians adjusting to new reality. Russians believe these 
measures do not create practical problems for them and their families (79%). The respondents also believe (59%) 
that the country will only benefit from sanctions implying necessary support of national producers. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Viktoriya Zakrevskaya is Kreab Gavin Anderson Sanctions Bulletin’s
editor. She holds Master’s degree in European Studies from Aarhus
University (Denmark) and offers policy-related analysis of relevant
events in the CIS region.
Please address your questions and comments to Viktoriya on
vzakrevskaya@kreab.com
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October 2014: Consequences of Western sanctions against Russia

Import to Russia 2014
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October 2014: Russian protective measures amid sanctions 

Russia manages budget deficit
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Dynamics of food prices in Russia and EU
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Russian food embargo 
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Russians’ attitude toward sanctions 

41%- "sanctions target Russian population"
30% - "sanctions target limited circle of persons"
79% - "sanctions haven't caused any problems for me or my family"
40% - "it is right to compensate sanctions damages from the state budget"
59% - "sanctions are for Russia's good"
25% - "sanctions are for Russia's detriment" 
60% - support the idea of foreign assets seizure
58% - would be willing to boycott foreign goods 
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EU Council resolution keeps the sanctions in place
The EU Council has adopted a resolution on the Ukraine not mentioning the revision of sanctions regime against 
Russia at the end of Occtober 2014. The Council expects all parties to implement remaining Minsk accords as soon 
as possible. In addition, the body expects the conclusion of provisional agreement on gas supply between Russia 
and Ukraine.

More countries joined anti-Russian sanctions
Albania, Iceland, Montenegro, Norway, and Liechtenstein have supported the latest version of EU sanctions (as 
of September 12, 2014) featuring candidate members of the EU as well as the senior partners. As a matter of fact, 
compliance to EU’s restrictive measures may be interpreted as a part of accession conditionality from now on.

Hungary, Czech Republic, Serbia, Veneto region of Italy etc. questioned the effectiveness of sanctions and 
articulated dissatisfaction with such policy of the EU. Turkey won’t join sanctions against Russia. According to the 
statement of Turkish Minister for EU Affairs Volkan Bozkir, It’s necessary to cooperate with Moscow on Syria and Iraq 
instead.

I. RESTRICTIVE MEASURES APPLIED TO RUSSIA IN OCTOBER 2014 
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Financial issues

Visa and MasterCard deadlines for security deposit delayed 
Russian Parliament approved the law, which extends the deadline for security deposit payments for international 
card systems including Visa and MasterCard till the second quarter of 2015. The law was signed by the president 
Putin at the end of October.

VTB and Sberbank negotiate own alternative to SWIFT
Head of the VTB Andrey Kostin told reporters that parties are negotiating two main options: brand system of 
interbank financial communication, or the existing Central Bank’s system. According to Mr.Kostin, Russia is not 
facing problems with national settlement. However, there is still no solution to the international angle of a possible 
Russia’s cut off from SWIFT.

Market protection issues

Russia updates food embargo 
The European Commission examines the new list of foodstuff banned from import to Russia. 
According to EC representative Frederic Vincent, the list includes beef by-products, trimmings, meat-and-bone meal 
tankage, pork and poultry fat. These products might be banned from imports because of complaints on the quality 
and security of these products. 

Bill on compensation of sanction damages passed by the Russian parliament
Russian Duma approved the bill on compensation of damages to Russian citizens who suffered from Western 
sanctions. The bill describes sanctions as illegal punitive measures, as an intrusion into the competence of Russian 
domestic judicial system and as encroachment of Russia's sovereignty. However, Russian Minister of Economic 
development criticized the bill earlier pointing out its speculative nature. He warned the lawmakers that such 
measures may only encourage the export of national capital in different forms. Lawmakers, on their part, suggested 
that budgetary compensations are necessary to avoid risks of politically motivated decisions regarding Crimean 
residents and business entities.

Rosneft proposes retaliatory measures 
Russia’s largest oil producer Rosneft has proposed a package of retaliatory measures. 
The measures include a ban on the cooperative use of Russian-made modules for the International Space Station; 
ban on storage of radioactive waste from the EU and US; possible seizure of property belonging to US and EU 
citizens in Russia as an interim measure to ensure the fulfilment of contracts; a ban on the repayment of oil and gas 
companies’ loans to European and US banks without the approval of the Bank of Russia as well as a moratorium 
on the retrieval of the oil and gas equipment delivered to Russia, the use of which is prohibited in Russian projects 
by the sanctions. Rosneft also offered to introduce a 100% prepayment for gas deliveries to EU and to suspend 
Gazprom’s South Stream project focusing on East Siberia and Russian Far East projects instead. The company 
proposed to introduce preferential rates of customs duties on gas (10% instead of 30%) in Asia-Pacific region. 
Experts note that many Rosneft proposals directed against Gazprom more than against the EU and US. The Press-
secretary of the Russian president Dmitry Peskov said that the information that Rosneft prepared proposals on 
retaliatory sanctions against the west doesn’t reflect the reality. He highlighted that such decisions are made by 
appropriate agencies and must be approved by the government and the president. Peskov stressed that companies 
don’t have authority to develop such offers. 

II. PROTECTIVE MEASURES OF RUSSIA
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Rosneft offers India stakes in Siberian oilfields
According to Reuters' sources, Rosneft has offered stakes in its two Eastern Siberian oilfields to India's Oil and 
Natural Gas Corp. (ONGC). More specifically, the offer includes 49% stake in Yurubcheno-Tokhomskoe field and 10% 
share in Vankor field. The production at Yurubcheno-Tokhomskoe was planned to start in 2017 supplying Asian 
markets via the East Siberia to the Pacific Ocean pipeline. The project also aimed to become the main supplier to a 
yet-to-be-built petrochemical plant in Russia's Far East.

Lukoil launches Siberian oilfield ahead of schedule
Lukoil has launched the oilfield in western Siberia in October going ahead of schedule. It is interpreted as a major 
step in the company’s determination to prop up falling production amid Western sanctions. Lukoil’s CEO Vagit 
Alekperov told Reuters: “The field was launched despite the difficulties with raising finance”.

Arkady Rotenberg contested sanctions in European court of Justice
Russian businessman Arkady Rotenberg contested sanctions in the European court in Luxembourg. Mr. Rotenberg 
owns the largest construction company for gas pipelines and electrical power supply lines in Russia together with 
his brother Roman Rotenberg. He is considered a close confidant of president.

Rosneft tailors legal strategy amid sanctions 
Rosneft is devising a legal strategy to fight Western sanctions in European courts. According to the WSJ sources, a 
tactic is based on the so-far successful legal campaign undertaken by Iran Bank Mellat. As part of its efforts, Rosneft 
has hired London-based Zaiwalla & Co., the firm, which successfully represented Mellat in two big European cases 
last year. Previously this month Rosneft issued a tender for legal services amounting to $28.44 million. Rosneft filed 
the complaint to the ECJ on October 9.

Gazprom may shelve Vladivostok LNG project
Gazprom may shelve the project in Vladivostok in favor of supplying more gas to China by pipeline, says the 
company’s CEO Alexei Miller. Vladivostok LNG project had been scheduled to start production in 2018 with 10m 
tones of LNG a year. 

Morgan Stanley oil trading unit sale to Rosneft nearing collapse
The company’s deal to sell an oil trading business to Rosneft is close to collapse amid difficulties between Russia and 
the US. While the deal wasn’t targeted by the US sanctions directly, there can be no assurance that the transaction 
will close as Rosneft and its CEO Igor Sechin have been affected by US targeted sanctions.

Duma Deputy proposed to confiscate foreign property in favor of anti-sanctions fund
MP Yevgeny Fedorov (United Russia party) has drafted a bill suggesting confiscation of foreign property. Such 
measure may apply to property belonging to those benefiting from sanctions against Russia, says Izvestia weekly. 
The law also suggests a mechanism of compensation for damages caused by the seizure of property belonging to 
Russian individuals and entities abroad.

Rosgeo to become a state corporation in response to sanctions
President Putin has supported the idea of making Rosgeo a state corporation in order to ensure independence of 
the country in the field of exploration, in response to Western sanctions against Russian oil companies. It is expected 
that this new status will help Rosgeo to produce mineral resources more effectively.
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Russian banks contest sanctions in court
Russia’s giant Sberbank has filed an application for annulment of the Council of the European Union's decision to 
include the bank in the EU's sanctions list. The EU Court has registered a claim of the Russian Sberbank. Two other 
Russian major banks, VTB and VEB, reported that they have filed lawsuits challenging EU sanctions, too. According 
to experts, in order to achieve the lifting of sanctions through the court, state-owned banks will have to prove that 
they aren’t responsible for actions of their main owners. 

Gazprom Neft challenged EU sanctions
Russian major oil company Gazprom Neft challenged EU sanctions imposed on it before the general court of EU. 
The EU's highest court has been busy unravelling the foreign agenda of the Union – by consistently overturning 
sanctions enacted by Brussels. 

State will support Novatek
Russian President Vladimir Putin said that the state will support the project Yamal LNG amid Western sanctions 
during his meeting with Novatek Chairman Leonid Michelson. Michelson told about the implementation of large-
scale project for the production of liquefied natural gas, he confirmed that the company plans to finish the project 
on time, in 2017, with Chinese financial assistance. He added that Western sanctions caused some difficulties. 

International issues

Russian banks open subsidiaries in Hong Kong
Promsvyazbank has applied for a banking license in Hong Kong to conduct all types of banking transactions in 
this market, told a source close to the bank’s management. Earlier Gazprombank has registered a subsidiary GPB 
Financial Services Hong Kong Limited in Hong Kong, the bank planned to apply for a license for a number of 
operations in the securities market. Russia will continue the policy of development of relations with Asia-Pacific 
countries, regardless of the situation in other areas, said Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov.

Eurasian Economic Union to create regional alternative to SWIFT
The central banks of Belarus, Russia, and Kazakhstan are discussing the integration of the national payment systems 
and the possibility of creating an equivalent of the SWIFT system. Belarus already has a national payment system 
under the name of Belkart. The development and integration of the national payment systems is a logical step for 
the countries intent on creating common economic space. 

No re-export to Russia via Eurasian Economic Union
Eurasin Economic Commision (EEC) has created a working group in order to prevent the flow banned goods coming 
through re-export schemes to Russian from Belarus and Kazakhstan. The group is expected to articulate appropriate 
preventive measures.

Crimean leader: Kerch Bridge will be built inspite of West's pressure
Acting head of Crimean government Mr.Aksenov highlighted that the Bridge linking Crime with Russia will be built 
despite the pressure possible new sanctions of the West. The statement came as a reaction to the EU's coming High 
Representative for Foreign policy Fredrica Mogherini, who voiced the possible necessity to apply further restrictive 
measures against Russia and prevent the construction of the Kerch Bridge.
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Philippines to supply Russia with crocodile meat
Russia has permitted supplies of frozen crocodile meat from a farm in the Philippines. Russian highest veterinary 
and phitosanitary agency Rosselkhoznadzor said the country's largest crocodile farm will be allowed to import its 
products both to Russia and its fellow members of the Customs Union (Belarus, Kazakhstan) after receiving approval 
from its partners.

Nicaragua is offered to supply more seafood to Russia
Russian highest veterinary and phitosanitary agency Rosselkhoznadzor is ready to update previously signed 
agreements  with Nicaragua and offers its producers to supply Russia with new products.

No go abroad with diplomatic passports for Russians 
Deputies of the Russian parliament must return diplomatic passports by October 31, 2014. State Duma Spokesman 
Sergey Naryshkin has forwarded a disposal on this issue to leaders of Duma fractions. Duma management is afraid 
that usage of diplomatic passports during sanction regime might lead to “unpredictable effects”. This letter was 
forwarded because the system of usage and return of diplomatic passports doesn’t function properly. 
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Data issues

Russian hackers spied for years through soft spot in Windows 
According to the SIGHT Partners report, the flaw named “sandwarm” allowed hackers to gain access running any 
version of Windows for PCs and servers. The break-in has been taking place since 2009.

Bloomberg stopped to provide information on capital issues of sanctioned Russian 
companies 
A Bloomberg representative confirmed this information, he said that new shares issued by organizations subject to 
sanctions or their subsidiaries won’t be presented in Bloomberg terminals. 

Financial issues

BNP Paribas issues no more letters of credit for raw materials transaction in Russia
The company announced its decision to suspend this project due to recent developments on the market.

Turkish banks feel Russia Sanctions
Owned by a Russian company, one of Turkey’s largest financial institutions Denizbank A.S. had become a casualty 
of Western sanctions against Russia. An abundance of caution in dealing with sanctioned entities has become 
commonplace for Western banks, especially after some were punished by the US enforcement actions related to 
restrictions on Iran-related business, says the WSJ. Though the US sanctions didn’t prohibit routine transactions with 
Denizbank, they nonetheless raised red flags in the Western banks’ compliance systems, which in turn disrupted 
electronic transfers. While the US Treasury exempted Denizbank from sanctions on October 6, it is still subject to the 
EU restrictions.

UK blocks Russian tycoon’s €5 bn deal
The UK has blocked Mikhail Fridman’s deal to acquire gasfield in the North Sea. The move shows that the impact of 
US and EU sanctions, which targeted Russian energy, banking and defence industries, may spread beyond president 
Putin’s inner circle. Mr. Fridman’s attempt to buy RWE Dea, the oil and gas arm of German utility RWE, could be 
subject to big delays or might even collapse, suggest the Financial Times’ sources.

Market issues

Rosneft ready to continue Arctic drilling without ExxonMobil
According to Oleg Sochnov, Deputy Director for ecological safety of Rosneft, the company is ready to continue 
drilling on the Universitetskaya-1 station in the Artic well without Exxon Mobil. 

Gazprom ready to help Rosneft with Arctic drilling
Gazprom’s CEO Alexey Miller announced the company’s readiness to join Rosneft in its Arctic drilling project in the 
Kara Sea in 2015. The news came month after Rosneft main partner ExxonMobil suspended 9 out of 10 joint projects 
due to US sanctions.

III. IMPORTANT FACTS IN CONNECTION TO THE MEASURES APPLIED
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Rosneft to review terms and conditions of work on 60 sites
Rosneft asked the Ministry of Natural Resources to review the terms and conditions of performance of works on 
more than 60 sites, among other things, due to sanctions, said the Minister of Natural Resources and Environment, 
Sergey Donskoy. The Minister stressed that Rosneft asked to review a number of licenses back in summer. 

Gazprom plans to trade bonds with China
The company plans to sell bonds by the end of the year even though sanctions have shut Russia out of international 
capital markets. While Russia feels consequences of sanctions, Gazprom is doing perhaps better than anyone else. 
According to First deputy head of the finance department, Gazprom may price the bond “at its usual rate” or 0.5 
percentage points higher. Gazprom’s CEO Alexey Miller discussed a possible sale of Yuan bonds with the Chairman 
of Industrial & Commercial Bank of China Jiang Jianqing. Details of on the bond may appear later this year.

Shell suspended cooperation with Gazprom Neft
The English-Dutch company Shell has suspended cooperation with the Russian oil company Gazprom Neft in a joint 
venture Khanty-Mansiysk Oil Union, after Gazprom Neft has fallen under sectorial sanctions. Gazprom Neft’s CEO 
Alexandr Dyukov has promised that the company will continue to work in Khanty-Mansiysk alone as the situation 
“is not critical”. Mr. Dyukov also mentioned the possibility to extend work of the company on Salym Petroleum 
Development.

Schlumberger withdraws expats from Russia
Oilfield services provider Schlumberger NV is withdrawing employees who are US and EU citizens from Russia, 
Bloomberg reported. Schlumberger is the Rosneft’s partner servicing its drilling works on the island of Sakhalin. 
In August 2014 the company became the first to say that its quarterly earnings would be affected by US and EU 
sanctions against Russia. 

Statoil adjusts cooperation with Rosneft
One of the key Rosneft’s partners, Statoil, continues to cooperate with the Russian company, but the parties have 
recently corrected some of their plans. Corrections were made in order to meet the requirements of sanctions, and 
they are ready for new changes, if necessary. Rosneft haven’t made any comments on the issue.

UK luxury brands articulate worries over Russian market
Warnings from British Mulberry and Burberry underscored growing concerns about the outlook for luxury sector 
demand as geopolitical tensions hurt sales. Apart from plummeted sales in Asia amid a backdrop of a slowing 
economy, the industry is feeling the effects of western sanctions against certain wealthy Russians.

Russia exits wheat market early, Europe to benefit
Strong domestic demand for Russian wheat has priced one of the world’s leading suppliers out of export markets 
far earlier in the season than usual, ceding market share to European competitors. Active export in July-September 
2014 have made Russian wheat too expensive to compete. High domestic prices can be partly explained by the 
impact of food embargo.

International issues

Ukraine, Russia And EU Signed Gas Deal
A long-simmering dispute over natural gas supplies between Russia and Ukraine officials ended on 30 of October, as 
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negotiators from the two countries and the European Union have agreed on a deal to resume Russian gas supplies 
to Ukraine. Concerns were raised across Europe that Russia could similarly choke off supplies to other countries in 
retaliation for Western sanctions against Moscow. In September, Russia slashed nearly half its natural gas exports to 
Poland, according to a Warsaw-based state gas company. Europe receives about one-third of its gas supplies from 
Russia, about half of which is piped through Ukraine. U.S. and European economic sanctions on Russia, coupled with 
a fall in the global price of oil, have increased the incentive for Moscow to resolve the pricing row with Ukraine.

Russia is blamed for hacking American banks
US president took personal control over the investigation of the country's largest cyber-attack. After hacking 
networks of JP Morgan Chase Bank, hackers managed to gain access to personal data of 76 million customers and 
confidential information of about 7 million companies. US intelligence agencies suggested that the attack may 
have been plotted by Russian authorities in response to the US sanctions. Together with JP Morgan other financial 
institutions have been attacked: Citigroup, Bank of America, the American branch of British bank HSBC, the German 
Deutsche Bank, as well as investment firms Fidelity Investment and E Trade. Breakings were undertaken from the 
same IP-addresses in all the cases.

SWIFT pressured to block Israel and Russia
International media reported SWIFT receiving multiple requests to disconnect institutions and countries – most 
recently Israel and Russia - from its network. Even though the company have not specified who made these 
requests, pro-palestinian organisations, the UK and US governments were mentioned with this regard. In the press 
release issued at the beginning of October, SWIFT mentioned “the pressure” as “the surrounding media speculation, 
both of which risk undermining the systemic character of the services that SWIFT provides”.

Russia to challenge sanctions at WTO
Russia prepares its appeal to sectorial sanctions to file to the WTO. According to the representative of the Ministry of 
Economic Development Russia, Maxim Medvedkov, it is impossible to challenge sanctions against individuals at the 
WTO. He also stressed that Russia’s food embargo introduced as a response to Western sanction doesn’t violate WTO 
rules.   

US, Russia agree to share intelligence on common enemy
US Secretary of State John Kerry and Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov agreed increase intelligence sharing 
between Moscow and Washington on Islamic state militants. In the fight against Islamic State the US and Russia 
have common ground in their concerns over ISIS strengthening.  

Giprotansmost is sanctioned over connection to Rotenberg, Mr.Rotenberg denies
Co-owner of SMP Bank Arkady Rotenberg has notified the European Council that he doesn’t own any shares of 
Giprotransmost, which won the tender on the preparation of a feasibility study on the project of the Kerch bridge 
construction.  However, the EU decision on sanctions notes him as the owner of these shares. EU leadership stated 
that European Council will defend the legality of decisions on sanctions in court. 

Russia lost its friend De Margerie in an accident
The head of the French oil giant Total has died in an accident at the airport leaving Moscow after his friendly trip to 
Russia. ‘‘We are committed to Russia,’’ Mr. de Margerie said in his last speech. ‘‘We want to continue to invest in [the] 
country and we are still ready to bring the best of what we have’’. ‘‘We are against sanctions,’’ Mr. de Margerie said. 
‘‘You have heard it. And I have not made myself very popular in my own country, as I am often accused of promoting 
our selfish interest.’’ 
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• Central Bank of Russia expects that western sanctions will be lifted in the middle of 2015, said CBR 
First Deputy Chairman Sergey Shvetsov. Russian Former Finance Minister Alexey Kudrin was more pessimistic. He 
believes it may take 1-2 years to determine the status of south-eastern territories of Ukraine. During this period 
sanctions most likely remain in place. 

• Russian Foreign Affairs Committee chairman Alexei Pushkov said on Wednesday it was predictable that 
the EU kept sanctions on Russia in place. 

• The reconsideration of EU and US sanctions against Russia might begin in the spring of 2015, but it 
is unlikely that sanctions will be lifted, said the Head of Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs 
Alexander Shokhin.

• Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov said that Russia won’t agree on any terms of lifting EU and 
US sanctions: “They are trying to set criteria: take one step, make sure that the militants allowed observers to 
the border with Russia, etc. We answer in a very simple way: Russia won’t fulfill or agree to any kind of criteria or 
conditions on this issue”. 

• Russians are getting used to food embargo
According to ROMIR research centerm, in September 2014 only 20% of respondents have noticed difference in 
foodsuply at the groceries. In October 26% of respondents said the same. At the same time, residents of large 
cities and citizens with incomes above the average make for the biggest part of such respondents. As to switching 
the choice, 8% of Russians admitted that they had to replace embargoed products with alternative brands. In 
September 2014 only 4% of the respondents said so. Therefore, Russians are gradually adjusting to the new realities 
on the grocery market.

IV. SPECIAL FOCUS OF OCTOBER 2014: OPINIONS ON SANCTIONS IN RUSSIA
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• ROMIR Buyer Activity Index is a unique tool used for measuring actual consumer activity based on Romir 
Home Scan Panel. It reflects FMCG product consumption and price dynamics, as well as qualitative and quantitative 
aspects of household consumption and any POS preference changes for Russian city dwellers. 
The basis for index calculation is data updated daily for over 100 categories of grocery and non-grocery products 
purchased in Russian cities with a population of 100 000 inhabitants or more. Please read more on the website of 
the institute (click for detail).

• If not specified in the body of the text, Sanction Bulletin quality monitoring is based on the articles of next 
Russian-speaking sources: RIA Novosti, Vedomosti, RBC, Lenta, Interfax, Izvestia, Tsn.ua, Segodnya.ua, Banki, Bankir, 
Itar-Tass, NTV, Gazeta, Rossiiskaya gazeta, Kommersant, Lifenews, MK.

V. ANNEX


